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ABSTRACT

Wirth, Luke J. M.S.R.C.E.E. Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Wright State University, 2016. THERMOELECTRIC TRANSPORT AND
ENERGY CONVERSION USING NOVEL 2D MATERIALS.

Nanomaterials hold great promise for applications in thermal management and
thermoelectric power generation. Defects in these are important as they are generally inevitably introduced during fabrication or intentionally engineered to control
the properties of the nanomaterials. Here, we investigate how phonon-contributed
thermal conductance in narrow graphene, boron nitride (BN), and silicene nanoribbons (NRs), responds to the presence of a vacancy defect and the corresponding
geometric distortion, from first principles using the non-equilibrium Green’s function method. Analyses are made of the geometries, phonon conductance coefficients, and local densities of states (LDOS) of pristine and defected nanoribbons.
It is found that hydrogen absences produce similar reductions in thermal conductance in planar graphene and BN NRs with greater reductions in buckled silicene
NRs. Vacancies of larger atoms affect all systems similarly, causing greater reductions than hydrogen absences. Emerging flexible and stiff scattering centers,
depending on bond strengths, are shown to cause thermal conductance reduction by changing nearby LDOSs in defected structures relative to pristine ones.
This knowledge suggests that inferences on unknown thermal properties of novel
defected materials can be made based on understanding how thermal transport
behaves in their analogues and how bond characteristics differ between systems
under consideration.
iii

The thermal conductance contributed by phonons is often a limiting factor
to the overall suitability of a material for use in thermoelectric power generation,
wherein a voltage is generated in a material by a temperature gradient. The thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT ) assesses this suitability, in part based on a ratio of
electrical conductance to thermal conductance. These two properties can be decoupled in low-dimensional structures like NRs, with lower thermal conductances
generally found in narrower materials. Here, ZT is analyzed in graphene, BN,
and silicene nanoribbons of two different widths with engineered edges that are
designed to increase the ratio of edge length to NR length. This could conceivably
be synthesized by either top-down or bottom-up methods. Analyses are made
of how width and material change the maximum ZT attainable by controlling
the chemical potential of each system, how these maximum ZT s differ in each
system as a result of p- or n- type change to chemical potential, how full-width
half-maximum values of ZT peaks behave, and how the different factors of ZT
affect its final value in these systems. A very high ZT of 6.26 is reported near
the bandgap in the narrow chevron silicene NR at room temperature, and a room
temperature ZT greater than 3 is also found in the narrow BN NR, suggesting
that edge-engineered NRs offer high promise for thermoelectric applications and
may be suitable for emissions-free electricity generation from waste heat sources.

iv
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nanomaterials are currently receiving immense scientific attention for their unique
physical properties, many of which offer promise for solving contemporary, global
issues in science and engineering. New materials are continually emerging and
production methods are becoming increasingly refined, allowing for more experiments on their properties to be conducted. The field of computational materials
science allows for simulations of these properties to supplement experimental results, or even more helpfully, to make accurate predictions of how nanomaterials
may behave when an experiment is impractical, e.g. to study several nanoribbons
that have not been but could be synthesized, in order to assess their promise for
future applications.
In this thesis, some of these properties and the principles behind computational materials science are discussed in greater depth, before analyses are
performed on the thermal conductance and thermoelectric figures of merit of various graphene, boron nitride, and silicene nanoribbons. Thermal conductance is a
limiting factor on this figure of merit, which assesses the suitability of a material
to convert thermal energy into electricity. Materials with high figures of merit
are excellent candidates for deployment in thermoelectric power generators, which
offer promise as emissions-free sources of electricity, capable of being powered by
waste heat as opposed to hydrocarbon fuels.

1

II. BACKGROUND

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NANOMATERIALS
Thermal management and thermoelectric power generation at the nanoscale are
becoming increasingly possible due to novel materials, processing methods, and
manipulation techniques. Successful applications of both of these will depend
heavily on the thermal conductance of materials being used. This conductance
can change dramatically when defects are present, as is a common occurrence during synthesis and/or when introduced intentionally via innovative means. [1–4].
Pristine nanomaterials may seem like strong candidates for thermal management
purposes, but a detailed understanding of how thermal conductance will change
when defects do occur is necessary to establish accurate and realistic expectations
for future applications. Knowledge of this behavior will precede forthcoming soluctions to pressing problems in science and engineering, especially when deployed in
conjunction with their generally more commonly studied electronic properties [5].
One of the most well-known nanomaterials, graphene, appears to be exceptionally well-suited for thermal management with a thermal conductivity of
3000-5000 W/m·K at room temperature [6,7]; this is an order of magnitude higher
than that of the conventionally good conductor copper (400 W/m·K) [8, 9]. Some
particular applications may be in nanocircuits and Li-ion batteries, where ineffective heat dissipation often causes failure [7, 10–12]. Defects, however, will be
a major obstacle to this sort of application. A recent molecular dynamics (MD)
study reports that defects could reduce conductivity in graphene by two orders of
magnitude, eliminating its suitability for either of the mentioned purposes [13].
On the other hand, these defects may actually enhance graphene’s suitability in thermoelectric devices. Some of its analogues, like boron nitride (BN)
and silicene are also generating interest because of their own unique properties,
among them relatively smaller thermal conductivities. MD simulations project
that thermal conductivity is 278 and 588 W/m·K in infinitely long armchair and
2

zigzag-edged BN nanoribbons, respectively, as well as 60–65 W/m·K and 65–70
W/m·K in zigzag and armchair-edged silicene nanoribbons (NRs) with a width of
∼5nm and lengths between ∼ 30 and ∼ 50 nm [14, 15]. NRs made of these two
materials offer promise for converting temperature gradients to voltages via the
thermoelectric effect, which is more efficient in materials with low thermal conductances [16–18]. Defects, such as edge roughness [19–21], could further enhance
this suitability of NRs made out of any of these three materials, or others.
THE THERMOELECTRIC EFFECT IN NANOMATERIALS
Thermoelectric power generation occurs when a voltage is produced in the presence
of a thermal gradient because of the process known as the Seebeck effect, with its
efficiency described by the figure of merit

ZT =

σS 2 T
,
(κe + κp )

(1)

where σ is electrical conductance, S is the Seebeck coefficient or thermopower, κe
is the electron-contributed thermal conductance, and κp is the phonon-contributed
thermal conductance.
Traditionally, thermoelectric devices have not been widespread because of
their high costs and low efficiencies, aside from niche applications like spacecraft
where these considerations are of low concern [22]. The primary obstacle to increasing their efficiency has been the interdependence of electrical and thermal
conductance [23]. Achieving a figure of merit over 3 is the general goal for thermoelectric materials to be competitive with mechanical power generation in terms
of efficiency [24]. For sake of making a comparison, bulk bismuth telluride thermoelectric refrigeration devices, which are available on the consumer market, have a
maximum ZT of 1.2 after being optimized by nanostructuring [25]. Nanomaterials
offer unique promise for thermoelectric power generation relative to bulk materials,
because their low-dimensional structures can confine phonons to suppress thermal
transport while still allowing electronic transport, resulting in high ZT s [26, 27].
3

These can be achieved even at room temperature, which further enhances the
appeal of nanomaterials for thermoelectric power generation [28]. Knowledge of
which of these materials hold especially high figures of merit will precede their roles
in solutions to global problems like energy generation and emissions reduction.
Nanoribbons in particular have been a frequent target of thermoelectric
research because manipulation of their phonon effects can lower their thermal
conductance, a factor that limits ZT [29, 30]. Assessments of graphene are common, and its analogues boron nitride (BN) and silicene have also been studied due
to their lower thermal conductances [6,7,14,15]. These lower conductances emerge
through greater scattering; silicene has particularly low conductances due to its
buckled rather than perfectly planar structure, which strongly scatters its acoustic
out-of-plane phonon modes relative to graphene [31,32]. Computations concerning
many varied types of NRs have found ZT s at or above unity at room temperature in graphene NRs [33–38,38–40], BN NRs [41], graphene-BN heterostructured
NRs [42,43], silicene NRs [18,44,45], and in other similar one-dimensional materials like carbon nanotubes [46] and nanowires [47]. One study in particular, using
a quantum model, found ZT of 2.7 in a chevron-patterned1 graphene nanoribbon
modified by isotope distribution [38]. The structure was synthesized in 2010 utilizing a bottom-up approach using etraphenyl-triphenylene monomers as precursors
on an Au(111) substrate [48]. The electronic properties of several other variations of chevron nanoribbons were studied including changes in corner angle [49]
and corner-corner length [50], as well as the application of an external electric
field [51]. A thermoelectric properties study has been done when armchair-edge
to zigzag-edge ratio varies [52].
In this report, the ab initio-based non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF)
method is used to analyze how thermoelectric properties change in chevron nanoribbons (CNRs) as material and width vary. CNRs were chosen due to their edge1
A chevron structure is basically a large zig-zag pattern; this pattern is unrelated to the
zig-zag edges of nanoribbons that are commonly studied in the literature. “Chevron” appears
to be the closest thing to a conventional name for this shape, but other names are sometimes
used like “jagged” and “nanowiggle.”

4

engineered geometry that results in reduction of phonon transport because of
their high edge to surface area ratio. It is known that phonon-boundary scattering is a limiting factor for phonon-contributed thermal conductance in narrow
systems [30]. Here, graphene CNRs are considered along with BN and silicene
ones, which were chosen for their low thermal conductances as previously mentioned. Two widths . 1 nm are chosen based on the observation that thermal
conductance increases with increasing width in pseudo-one-dimensional graphene
nanoribbons [53, 54]. Production of such nanoribbons may be possible using a
bottom-up method similar to that which produced the CNRs mentioned above
but with smaller precursors [48], or by taking a top-down approach like using OH
radicals as “chemical scissors,” which are capable of cutting graphene sheets grown
on arbitrary substrates into any shape [55]. This method could also be applied
to BN sheets grown on Ni [56] or silicene sheets grown on Ag [57]. The results
presented here show systematic improvement of the thermoelectric figure of merit
in edge-engineered CNRs, beyond the efficiency figure necessary to compete with
mechanical power generation.
AB INITIO METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL MATERIALS SCIENCE CONCEPTS
One of the most well-known and important equations in quantum mechanics is
Schrödinger’s equation, which describes the quantum state of a system in a way
that Newton’s second law (F = ma) describes the classical state of a system, and
was first published in 1926 [58]. In its simplest, general, time-independent form,
it is written:

ĤΨ = EΨ

(2)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, which is the sum of the system’s kinetic and
potential energy operators, Ψ is the system’s wave function, which is a probability
amplitude and in this specific case a stationary state, and E is the energy of that
5

state.
Solving this equation is valuable because once the energy of a system is
determined, other physical and chemical properties can be calculated. However,
solving it is a very non-trivial task, and many approaches have been developed for
this purpose.
One iterative approach developed just after Schrödinger’s equation was
published is known as the Hartree-Fock (HF) method. In extremely simple terms,
its basic premise is that the wavefunction of a system can be approximated by the
determinant of an antisymmetric matrix of orbital products. An advantage of this
method is that it allows for an ab initio approach to be taken, which means that
calculations are performed based only on fundamental physical concepts rather
than the generation of estimates based on empirically-derived quantities from different systems.

2

Despite the early emergence of HF theory, it would not be widely

practically applicable until computers were capable of carrying out the necessary
calculations. Once that capability did become available, HF would remain the
most widely used ab initio method into the mid-2000s3 [59].
Another development crucial to the field of computational materials science
(CMS) was that of density functional theory (DFT), introduced to the world in a
pair of papers by Hohenberg & Kohn in 1964 [60] and Kohn & Sham in 1965 [61].
(Kohn would go on to win the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1998 for his contributions [62].) In this approach, the density of electrons within a system (often
referred to as an electron gas) are used to calculate the energy of a system, which
once again is used to calculate other chemical and physical properties. The HF
method can be applied within DFT calculations, so it should come as no surprise
that DFT calculations similarly did not become commonplace until computers
were sufficiently developed to handle such resource-intensive calculations.
Further improvements to HF and DFT were developed over the years, and
2

While HF is a method, it is important to understand that the calculations performed by
using any method are guided by a basis set. Basis sets are combinations of functions used to
construct orbitals. Different methods can be combined with different basis sets as desired.
3
The use of “2000s” here refers to the decade.
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have been deployed increasingly frequently in the last decade. A “standard” contemporary method applied in DFT calculations is B3LYP, named for the scientists
Becke, Lee, Yang, and Parr who developed it, and the 3-parameter approach that
it takes to calculate the electron exchange correlational (which, simply put, is
a quantum mechanical effect occurring between like particles). This particular
method applies elements of both HF theory and DFT to make more accurate approximations [63–65]. Its status as a standard can be easily verified by looking at
a list of the 100 most frequently cited papers of all time that Nature put together
in 2014 [66]; the works by Hohenberg-Kahn [60] and Kohn-Sham [61] are 20th and
21st, and are immediately followed by those by Becke [65] and Lee, Yang, and
Parr [64] at 22nd and 23rd.
It is worth noting that CMS makes a fully quantum analysis of the systems
considered here possible, which is necessary to fully account for the effects that
govern their electronic and thermal transport properties. There are effectively four
tiers of transport theory: classical, which treats system elements like electrons as
“hard spheres”; Boltzmann transport, which accounts for the response of a system
when exposed to non-equilibrium conditions; semi-classical, which restricts the
behavior of particles in the Boltzmann model to have energies within a defined
band structure4 ; and quantum, which accounts for particle tunneling through
classically forbidden regions, quantum conductance, and spin-mediated effects [67].
A quantum approach is particularly important for the following systems because
these effects do have a significant impact on the properties of low-dimensional
structures [68].

4

Band structures are commonly plotted for both electrons and phonons; the former as energy
as a function of ~k, a vector in k-space, and the latter as frequency as a function of ~k.
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III. METHODOLOGY
EVALUATING PHONON-CONTRIBUTED THERMAL CONDUCTANCE
Before ab initio-based quantum transport calculations were performed to determine the thermal conductances and thermoelectric figures of merit of the various
graphene, BN, and silicene nanoribbon systems, all of them were optimized, taking into account ground state spin multiplicities, via a density functional theory
(DFT) analysis using the Becke, 3-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) method
and 6–31G(d) basis set within the Gaussian 09 suite [63, 64, 69]. Gaussian uses
a gradient-based optimization approach, using its Berny algorithm to reconfigure
the system in a manner that minimizes its energy [70]. The aim of this and other
CMS programs is to determine a geometrical configuration near system’s ground
state structure (or that of a saddle point, desirable in specific circumstances). The
means of calculating the system’s energy at each step and the accuracy of the final
results depend upon the input parameters, method, and basis set used.

Figure 1: Optimized segments of hydrogen-passivated graphene nanoribbons in (a)
the pristine case, (b) with a defect created by removing a single hydrogen atom, (c)
with a defect created by removing a single carbon atom and the hydrogen that was
attached to it. Following optimization, junction, left, and right contact nanoribbon
segments were extracted for semi-infinite quantum transport calculations.
The resilience of thermal conductance in the presence of a single edge vacancy defect was explored by first constructing five-atom wide, hydrogen-passivated
8

nanoribbons made out of each material, with armchair edges, which are more stable than zigzag edges in graphene [71]. Hydrogen absences were analyzed in all
nanoribbons, as well as carbon in graphene, both boron and nitrogen in BN, and
silicon in silicene, making for 11 different systems. Structural configurations of
systems containing 166 atoms (pristine), 165 atoms (H defect), and 164 atoms
(X defect) were chosen for optimization. Figure 1 displays these for graphene,
and BN and silicene segments can be found in the appendix on pages 35 and 36.
These nanoribbons represent “segments” of infinite nanoribbons that are made up
of 14-atom unit cells. In these segments, the three central unit cells (including
the defect if one is present) act as a junction region that connects left and right
contact ribbons. These contact ribbons are represented by two unit cells each, to
the left and right of the junction; their geometries are repeated periodically and
infinitely in the next stage of analysis. The atoms beyond these portions in these
optimized segments are not considered beyond this stage; their inclusion during
optimization is necessary to avoid the presence of open boundary effects in the extracted left and right contact segments. Optimized junction structures are shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: 42-atom junctions are displayed for pristine optimized nanoribbons.
Magnified views of the region immediately surrounding each defect emphasize the
local geometric changes. Boron atoms are pink and nitrogen atoms are blue in
BN.
Following these geometry optimizations, force constant calculations were
performed within Gaussian 09 using the same method and basis set to obtain
9

Hessian matrices, which contain the second derivative of energy with respect to
position for each atom [69]. These matrices were used as input for an adapted
version of the program TARABORD [72] that was developed to calculate phonon
transmission coefficients (Tp ) and densities of states (DOS) as functions of frequency [73–75], based on the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) method
that mathematically constructs an infinite open system with two semi-infinite
pristine contact nanoribbons and a (defected) junction region in between:

GtM (ω) = [(ω + iη)2 I − KC − ΣL − ΣR ]−1

(3)

Tp (ω) = T r[GΓL G† ΓR ]

(4)

DOS(ω) =

iω
T r[G − G† ]
π

(5)

where ω is phonon frequency, n is a small real number, I is the identity matrix,
and KC is the junction Hessian.
The adapted program was verified by comparing its outputs to reported
values for a polyethylene chain, with very good agreement observed [76,77]. These
transmission coefficients were then used to calculate the phonon contribution to
thermal transport at temperatures ranging from 1 to 500 K via the Landauer
formula, an effective means to evaluate ballistic (i.e. collisionless) phonon contributions to thermal conductance κp in quasi-one-dimensional systems [78, 79]:

~
κp (T ) =
2π

Z
0

∞

∂fBE (ω)
Tp (ω)ωdω
∂T

(6)

where fBE (ω) is the Bose-Einstein (B-E) distribution function. The function and
its negative derivative are shown in Figure 3. While the distribution function can
often be used in approximations to cut off a range of values that are unimportant
for consideration in a given context, the magnitude of its derivative with respect
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to temperature, as plotted here, doesn’t fall off so quickly as to make the non-zero
values at the higest frequencies seen in the systems here irrelevant.

Figure 3: The Bose-Einstein distribution function and the magnitude of its negative derivative with respect to temperature at 300K as functions of phonon frequency.
The Landauer formula is suitable for this temperature range because anharmonic effects are not expected to be significant at or less than the maximum
temperature of 500 K (or at 600 K, considered later). Ab initio studies have determined the strain at which anharmonic effects become significant in BN nanoribbons to be ∼0.1 [80]. Previous studies on graphene [81] and BN [82] structures
have shown that variations of lattice parameters are much smaller than 10% for
0 < T < 600 K. Furthermore, another study has shown that relative bond-length
variations in lithiated silicene do not reach ∼10% or start to exceed it until the
temperature reaches 900 K. [83] If 10% relative length variation is taken to qualitatively indicate the onset of significant temperature-induced anharmonic effects,
then it is expected that those effects will not significantly change the conductance
results over the temperature range considered here.
CALCULATING THE THERMOELECTRIC FIGURE OF MERIT
Hydrogen-passivated CNRs of two different widths . 1 nm for each of graphene,
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BN, and silicene are considered here. One unit cell of each structure is shown in
Figure 4. To assess electronic and lattice vibrational properties based on ab initio
methods, structure optimizations were once again performed by (DFT) analyses
employing the (B3LYP) method and 6-31G(d)5 basis set in Gaussian 09 [63,64,69].
Clusters containing five unit cells and 192 atoms each were optimized for the
narrow ribbons, while seven-unit cell structures with 250 atoms were optimized
for the wider ribbons. Larger clusters were needed for wider ribbons because
their greater width-to-length ratios necessitated the use of longer structures so
that their central unit cells would effectively model those of infinite structures.6
Hamiltonian, overlap7 , and force constant matrices were obtained following this
optimization and input into the TARABORD program [72, 85–88] that calculates
electron and phonon transmission coefficients (Te and Tp , respectively) as functions
of energy, using the ab initio-based NEGF method. Similarly to its approach to
determining thermal conductance as described above, he method mathematically
constructs an infinite open system with a junction consisting of one unit cell and
semi-infinite contact nanoribbons consisting of periodically repeated structures to
the left and right.
The electronic transmission is obtained using [89–91]

Ge (E) = (zSJ − HJ − ΣeL − ΣeR )−1

(7)

as
5
This is a split-valence double zeta basis set with a single polarization function. 6-31G(d) is
the conventional name for 6-31G*, which appears fairly commonly in the literature [84].
6
Specifically, the program that was used to find conductance coefficients [72] was also used to
find the Fermi energy of each structure; in all other structures, this was at the bandgap. In the
5-unit cell wide chevron graphene nanoribbon, it was reported as slightly away from the bandgap,
but more problematically it varied in follow up runs made to confirm its placement. When 7-unit
cell structures were considered instead, the Fermi energy was consistently identified as in the
bandgap. This behavior may be worth further study at a later point; it has been speculated
that one possible cause may be spin-induced magnetic effects from the bandgap edges in that
particular graphene structure.
7
Overlap matrices contain the basis vectors that describe how the orbitals of different atoms
interact with one another.
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Figure 4: Unit cells of (a) narrow and (b) wide chevron nanoribbons made out of
(i) graphene, (ii) boron nitride, and (iii) silicene.

Te (E) = Tr[ΓeL Ge ΓeR G†e ],

(8)

where Ge is the total electronic Green’s function projected onto the junction unit
cell, z is the complex energy, SJ and HJ are the overlap and Hamiltonian matrices
corresponding to the junction unit cell, ΣeL and ΣeR are the electronic self-energies
of the semi-infinite parts to the left and right sides of junction with ΓeL and
ΓeR defined based on their imaginary parts, and Te is the electronic transmission
coefficient [72].
Te is used to calculate the three electronic properties that factor into ZT
(Eq. 1) [92, 93]:

σ = e2 L0 (µ, T ),

S(µ) =

1 L1 (µ, T )
,
eT L0 (µ, T )

(9)

(10)

and


1
L1 (µ, T )2
L2 (µ, T ) −
,
κe (µ) =
T
L0 (µ, T )

(11)

where σ is electrical conductance, e is the electron charge, µ is the chemical po-
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tential, T is the temperature, and Ln (µ, T ) is the Lorenz function:
2
Ln (µ, T ) =
h

Z

∞

Te (E)(E − µ)n

−∞

−∂fF D
dE,
∂E

(12)

with h and fF D being the Planck constant and the Fermi-Dirac (F-D) distribution
function, respectively. Figure 5 shows the F-D function and the magnitude of
its derivative at 300K; like the B-E distribution function discussed above, it is
also tool commonly used to make approximations, often acting as a function with
values of either 1 or 0. Its derivative is generally very small but can nonetheless be
relevant in these integrals, particularly when the function is zeroed in the center
of a bandgap so all nonzero transmission coefficients are multiplied by a derivative
value of a very low order of magnitude, or in L1 where small asymmetries in an
otherwise highly symmetric coefficient distribution could cause the sign of the
intregral to change its term as energy changes slightly. The function is centered
at zero and laid over one system’s transmission coefficient distribution in Figure
19 to provide an example.

Figure 5: The Fermi-Dirac distribution function and its negative derivative with
respect to energy at 300K as functions of difference from chemical potential, which
is set to zero.
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Following geometry optimization8 , force constant calculations9 were also
performed within Gaussian 09 once again using the B3LYP method and 6-31G(d)
basis set to obtain Hessian matrices [69]. These matrices were used by TARABORD
[72,88] to calculate phonon transmission coefficients, Tp , as functions of frequency
[73–75], based on the NEGF method, using equations 3 and 4. Tp values were then
used to calculate the phonon contribution to thermal transport via the Landauer
formula, as explained in the discussion surrounding and including 6.

~
κp (T ) =
2π

Z
0

∞

∂fBE (ω)
Tp (ω)ωdω
∂T

(13)

where fBE (ω) is the Bose-Einstein distribution function.

8

In order for all calculations to converge, a stricter setting needed to be applied to the 7-unit
cell wide silicene system. As part of any optimization run, the single point energy of the input
geometry of a system is calculated before the actual optimization process begins. This single
point energy calculation would not converge, and so an additional setting “scf=NoVarAcc” was
included. VarAcc in Gaussian uses “modest integral accuracy” initially to conserve resources,
and turning it off enforces the use of full accuracy from the beginning [94]. Furthermore, stricter
settings yet needed to be applied to the wide 7-cell silicene optimization in order to obtain
results that could be input into TARABORD to produce meaningful conductance coefficients;
these were “Int(Acc2E=12)” and “Integral(Grid=UltraFineGrid),” which again call for more
accurate calculations to be made [95].
9
Force constant calculations of both graphene and silicene 7-unit cell wide chevron nanoribbons were very memory intensive and would terminate with an error message that could be
linked to a memory allocation bug, which was fixed in revision E.01 of G09 [96]. These calculations were completed using that revision on the Owens cluster of the Ohio Supercomputer
Center [97, 98].
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IV. THERMAL CONDUCTANCE IN DEFECTED NANORIBBONS

GEOMETRICAL IMPACTS OF DEFECTS
Comparing optimized pristine structures to their optimized defected counterparts,
as depicted in Figure 2, revealed many significant changes in the configurations
of 14–, 13–, or 12-atom unit cells containing the defects. More subtle changes
were also consistently seen in the unit cells immediately to the left and right
of those containing defects. The pristine graphene ribbon was perfectly planar,
with all angles generally close to 120◦ and with double bonds on its outer edges.
Introducing a hydrogen defect caused the carbon atom, previously paired with
hydrogen, to have an unpaired electron (or “dangling bond”) and to move towards
the center of the hexagon containing it, and to adopt a new angle of 127.5◦ . The
nearest neighboring hexagon to the right was also distorted, as seen in 2 with a
126.9◦ angle introduced in its corner nearest the defect. The carbon defect caused
a pentagon to form, containing all aromatic bonds. This pentagon caused the
entire ribbon to adopt a slight V-shape with a 165.3◦ angle. Four single bonds
were also introduced, with two connecting the defected unit cell to its neighbors
and one fully contained within each of these neighbors. In all systems, double
bonds range from 1.37 to 1.38 Å, aromatic bonds from 1.40 to 1.44 Å, and single
bonds were consistently at 1.45 Å.
All BN NRs were perfectly planar, like graphene, and consisted of single
bonds, like silicene. Defects concerning boron atoms produced different effects
than those concerning nitrogen due to the different number of valence electrons
in B and N. With its hydrogen lost, a B atom moves about 0.01 Å closer to each
neighbor with the angle between them increasing marginally from 120.0◦ to 121.9◦ ,
while an N atom moves 0.02 and 0.04 Å closer to its neighbors and sees the angle
in question increase from 123.6◦ to 133.1◦ . The X defects similarly produce a more
symmetric structure for X=B; the pentagon corner consisting of B-N-N has bond
lengths of 1.44 Å and 1.43 Å, whereas for X=N a heavily distorted B-B-N corner
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with bond lengths of 1.75 Å and 1.44 Å is produced. That symmetry causes the
B-defected NR to become the most severely bent at 164.3◦ , while the N-defected
NR has a bend angle of 169.8◦ .

Figure 6: (a) The buckled structure of a pristine silicene nanoribbon, as viewed
along its edge. (b) A hydrogen vacancy defect causes the silicon atom that it was
attached to, which is highlighted and helpfully labelled “89,” to lose its buckle
relative to its neighbors and fall directly between them. (c) When a silicon vacancy
defect occurs, the ribbon twists in opposite directions on the left and right of the
buckle. The highlighted atoms (if viewed in color) are the silicon atom and its
associated hydrogen that form a corner of the pentagon that is induced by the
absence of a silicon atom.
Pristine silicene is also hexagonal but with single bonds and a buckle height
of 0.54 Å, induced by its sp2 -sp3 hybridization [99]. This buckle is displayed in
Figure 6(a). Unlike in graphene, a hydrogen defect causes the associated silicon
atom to move significantly outward, with its 117.4◦ angle to neighboring atoms
dropping to 98.0◦ (i.e., its sp3 hybridization is distorted to accommodate the unpaired electron present), with its edge and inner bond lengths extending from 2.22
Å and 2.28 Å to 2.29 Å and 2.31 Å, respectively. The nearest neighbor hexagon
to the right also becomes distorted, with angle reduced to 111.5◦ at the atom
nearest the defect. The silicon atom that had been bonded to the hydrogen becomes positioned directly between its neighbors with no buckle, as seen in Figure
6(b). A silicon defect again introduces a pentagon shape causing the ribbon to
bend at 165.5◦ , with its smallest bonds at 2.25 Å between the innermost atoms
of the pentagon and 2.24 Å connecting the pentagon to its upper neighbors. The
buckled shape is maintained in this case, and it causes the ribbon to twist slightly
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outwards in different directions on each side of the junction; see Figure 6(c).
TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT IMPACTS OF DEFECTS

Figure 7: Phonon transmission coefficients as functions of frequency in pristine and
defected graphene (a), silicene (b), and BN with B-defects (c) and N-defects (d).
A few narrow hydrogen-induced units are not shown near 3200 cm−1 in graphene,
2600 cm−1 in BN, and 2200 cm−1 in silicene, as their contributions to conductance
are negligible.
Calculated phonon transmission coefficients for each system are shown in Figure 7.
Scattering of phonons by either defect reduces conductance across the entire frequency range, with the distorted geometries of the larger X defects producing more
scattering [100]. This is in contrast to how simulations of much wider BN NRs
than those considered here behave in response to larger internal defects; those defected structures display extreme reduction over a certain range of frequencies but
none at low ones [101]. The cutoff frequencies, i.e., maximum frequencies whose
conductance contributions are not negligible, for graphene, BN, and silicene are
1677, 1546, and 716 cm−1 , respectively. All systems share similar responses to
defects across normalized ranges. This is particularly visible in X-defected struc18

tures at low frequencies, where defected structures gradually approach the four
units of conductance that their pristine counterparts occasionally reach, before
tapering back down. All systems also show numerous reductions to zero in the
upper portions of their frequency ranges.
MECHANISMS EMERGING ALONGSIDE THERMAL CONDUCTANCE LOSSES

Figure 8: Local phonon densities of state (LDOS) for atoms at defects for selected
frequency ranges in (a) silicene and (b) BN NRs. Insets show normalized LDOS
values in (i), pristine and (ii, iii) defected NRs near defect at 4.6 cm−1 in silicene
and cm−1 in BN. In (a), curves are for the Si atom that loses its H; black is pristine
and red is defected. (b) considers atoms that will be lost when an X defect occurs;
black and orange are N and B, respectively, in pristine BN; blue and red are N
(ii) and B (iii), respectively, that remain when their counterpart is removed.
Two major mechanisms that emerge in correspondence with conductance losses are
demonstrated in Figure 8 for silicene and BN NRs. In the case of a hydrogen defect
(Figure 8(a)), a broad local phonon densities of state (LDOS) peak emerges at 310
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cm−1 , coinciding with the defected system’s markedly low, gradually increasing
values of conductance seen in Figure 7(b). This peak indicates a flexible center,
i.e., with increased LDOS compared to the pristine case, causing phonon scattering that reduces thermal transport across the NR. Similar incomplete geometries
cause these peaks to emerge in all other hydrogen-defected NRs, though they were
most pronounced in silicene, where bonds near the defect weaken, thus allowing
localized vibrations resulting in increased LDOS. Figure 8(b) shows an opposite
phenomenon, where the bonds near the defect strengthen causing diminishment
of vibration modes and an LDOS drop by an order of magnitude in defected
structures at some frequencies. Emergence of such stiff scattering centers impedes
phonon conductance across the NR. These changes vary depending on which atom
is removed, as one can see by comparing the black-blue (N atom) pair of curves to
the orange-red (B atom) pair. The flexible scattering centers localize phonons at
the defect, while stiff ones delocalize them, instead localizing them onto the edges
of the structure away from the defect, as was confirmed by checking the LDOS of
all atoms in the junctions of the defected structures as compared to those in the
pristine ribbons. The defects, therefore, act as phonon localization/delocalization
centers. Such geometrical irregularities with corresponding phonon disturbance as
compared to the pristine nanoribbon’s phonon LDOS cause scattering centers for
phonons resulting in conductance reduction. Comparatively, there is no scattering in the pristine nanoribbons where each phonon band contributes exactly one
unit of transmission, and the transmission curves depicted in Figure 7 specify the
amount of scattering for each phonon mode (energy) for each defect in different
structures.
THERMAL CONDUCTANCE LOSSES AT 300 K
The conductance values found for each pristine structure at 300 K (as depicted
in Figure 9) are on the same order of magnitude as those previously reported in
the literature although they are consistently smaller. This is due to the different
methods used [5, 18, 102]. Generally speaking, these thermal conductance values
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Figure 9: Thermal conductance for pristine and defected nanoribbons as a function
of temperature.
are relatively small in all cases. This is because phonon-boundary scattering is
the limiting factor in systems with small diameters, up to around 50 nm [30].
Smaller diameters result in smaller conductances yet; this is the reason for the low
conductances in these nanoribbons, which have widths less than 1 nm.
Figure 9 demonstrates that a single defect in graphene can reduce its ordinarily high conductance to less than that of its analogue BN, to the extent that
introducing a C-defect into graphene will make its conductance even less than BN
with an H-defect. Reductions in BN are quite different depending on whether
a defect occurs at a boron or nitrogen atom, which is true whether it is H or
X type. If B-H and N-H or B- and N- defects could be expected to occur with
similar probabilities, this would introduce further uncertainty to a BN NR’s expected performance. At 300 K, H defects cause reductions between 12% and 21%
in graphene and BN. The reduction in silicene is particularly high at 33%, due to
features like its pronounced peak in Figure 8a. This peak is particularly impactful
since it occurs at a low frequency, where the B-E derivative is one or two orders
of magnitude greater than over much of the remaining range (see Figure 3. It
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is worth keeping in mind, however, that silicene’s H curve in Figure 7(b) is less
similar to its analogue than any other pair; this corresponds to its buckled structure with one non-buckled segment being unique among the H-defected systems
considered here.
All systems show losses of 40%–48% when an X defect is introduced; this is
supported by Figure 7 where all blue (X-defect) curves have qualitatively similar
normalized shapes with greater reductions at low frequencies corresponding to the
greatest losses. Some previous studies on thermal transport in defected graphene
patches, using molecular dynamics based on empirical potentials, reported larger
decreases [103–106]. These greater values were found because they considered large
concentrations of defects rather than the single point defects in otherwise perfect
nanoribbons that were studied here. The different reductions in BN presented in
Figure 9 when N and B are removed are because of the LDOS variations discussed
above: N-N pairs form a strong bond with each other (1.43 Å) compared to BB (1.77 Å), and that stronger bond causes greater suppression of vibrations in
B-defected BN.
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V. THERMOELECTRIC PERFORMANCE IN CHEVRON NANORIBBONS
ZT IN GRAPHENE, BORON NITRIDE, AND SILICENE CHEVRON NANORIBBONS
Thermoelectric properties were calculated for each CNR at temperatures of 300
and 600 K as functions of chemical potential. For pristine and unbiased systems,
the intrinsic Fermi energy was taken to be at the center of the electronic band
gaps present in all six systems. For doped and/or biased systems, the chemical potential can deviate from that Fermi energy in the center of the gaps. In
the following discussions, the intrinsic Fermi energy is shifted to zero. Figure
10 demonstrates how thermoelectric properties change with respect to chemical
potential in narrow and wide silicene systems at both temperatures. While this
sample has a high concentration of ZT peaks over a small energy range, it displays
a feature that is generally seen in all systems at both temperatures; ZT has many
peaks situated along ranges where the Seebeck coefficient is relatively large while
electron-contributed thermal conductance is relatively small.
From Figure 10, one notices that silicene displays asymmetries in its ZT
behavior when it is p- rather than n-doped. Higher ZT s are generally found at
negative Fermi energies, though more small peaks are present at positive ones.
Owing to its small band gap and low phonon thermal conductance, ZT s greater
than three are found for both widths at both temperatures within ±1 eV of the
center of the gap. This would be beneficial in cases where small changes in Fermi
energy are desirable through moderate doping or bias. Silicene CNRs also show
relatively more frequent Seebeck coefficient peaks per energy, resulting in more
ZT peaks relative to graphene and BN (see Figures 20 and 21 in the Appendix).
The ZT peaks in silicene are generally higher than those in other systems due
to relatively low phonon-contributed thermal conductance. Despite the explicit
dependence of ZT on temperature in Eq. 1, the ZT peaks at 600 K are less than
double the corresponding 300 K ones, owing to reduction of the Seebeck coefficient
and increase of κp . Therefore, identifying materials and system geometries with
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properties conducive to high thermoelectric performance at room temperature
is an approach that should be preferred over simply increasing temperature to
maximize ZT . High Seebeck coefficients within the band gap that do not coincide
with nonzero electrical conductance are not relevant for thermoelectric purposes.
That said, the narrowing of the band gap at high temperatures does mean that
the ZT peak nearest the band gap will become taller and wider as a result.

Figure 10: Thermoelectric properties of narrow and wide chevron silicene nanoribbons near the band gap, at 300 and 600 K. Intrinsic Fermi energy, i.e. that of
pristine and unbiased systems, is at the center of the gap and shifted to zero.
For graphene CNRs, the results here show that the effects of changing chemical potential are largely similar at 300 and 600 K, and are fairly symmetrical on
both sides of the band gap; they are almost completely symmetrical in the wide
nanoribbons. In both systems, almost no variation is seen in electrical conductance between temperatures. However, the peaks surrounding Seebeck coefficient
sign changes are more pronounced at 300 K than at 600 K, and thermal conductance peaks are seen to approximately double with temperature, with slightly
higher increases at negative Fermi energies. Of note is that there are p-type peaks
and n-type peaks having nearly equivalent ZT s and Fermi energies with oppo-
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site Seebeck coefficient signs in both graphene systems, which may enhance the
flexibility of graphene CNRs in engineering applications. As for BN CNRs, the
thermoelectric properties vary somewhat more as Fermi energy changes relative
to those of graphene. ZT has a more asymmetric nature in BN on each side of the
band gap; we see no peaks in any BN system between -6 and -4 eV, but four peaks
are observed in narrow BN from 4 to 6 eV (see 23 in the Appendix). At these high
Fermi energy levels the narrow BN CNR actually performs slightly better at the
lower 300 K, owing to a combination of Seebeck coefficient sign changes and very
low electron-thermal conductances, both of which are much less pronounced in the
wide BN CNR. As was the case with graphene, electrical conductance shows little
variation with temperature per system, though the peaks for BN CNRs do show
greater differences than in graphene at different temperatures.
Maximum ZT values within 5 eV of the band-gap center, together with
corresponding thermoelectric characteristics, are shown in Table 1 for all systems.
In general, high ZT s are found in systems with low phonon-contributed thermal
conductance, which changes with temperature but not Fermi energy, and thus
serves as a limiting factor in figure of merit calculations.
COMPARING CHEVRON NANORIBBONS TO STRAIGHT NANORIBBONS
As mentioned before, CNRs have a high edge to surface area ratio that can reduce
κp owing to phonon-boundary scattering. In order to assess how κp in graphene
CNRs compares to that in non-chevron ribbons, two options are available: to compare with very thin zig-zag edged nanoribbons (ZNR) that make up the straight
sections of CNRs, or to compare with slightly wider armchair-edged nanoribbons
(ANR) that CNRs could be carved out of. For the two options corresponding to
the narrow graphene CNR considered here, Tomita et. al find in a first-principles
study that the phonon- contributed thermal conductance of 2-atom wide ZNRs
as well as 6-atom wide ANRs are both close to 1 nW/K [54]. Here, values of
0.142 nW/K and 0.198 nW/k were found for narrow and wide graphene CNRs,
respectively, supporting the idea that the introduction of a chevron structure in
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Table 1: Thermoelectric properties of narrow and wide graphene, BN, and silicene
chevron nanoribbons at 300 K, at chemical potentials where maximum ZT values
occur within ± 5 eV from the center of the band gap (set at zero). Two p-type
maxima are given for wide silicene; the larger one is both remarkably high and far
from the bandgap center, unlike that of the other systems.
System
Narrow C
Narrow BN
Narrow Si
Wide C
Wide BN
Wide Si

µ [eV]

Max ZT

σ[µS] S [µV/K]

κe [nW/K] κp [nW/K]

-1.99
2.01
-3.65
4.84
-1.06
0.46
-0.69
0.69
-3.26
3.94
-4.66
-0.30
0.3

2.44
2.45
2.74
3.09
6.26
4.13
1.05
1.05
1.22
2.78
8.01
3.85
3.84

21.1
23.2
23.5
25.1
14.1
9.10
14.6
14.6
14.2
42.6
28.3
13.5
13.5

0.0379
0.0421
0.0373
0.0363
0.0271
0.0146
0.0273
0.0273
0.0265
0.0830
0.0441
0.0239
0.0239

264
-254
-236
-242
-300
271
-232
232
-235
-233
312
-281
281

0.142
0.106
0.0338
0.198
0.166
0.0590

place of a straight one can reduce phonon-contributed thermal conductance considerably. This is an even greater reduction than that found by a study using a
tight binding (TB) methodology, which suggested a threefold decrease in room
temperature phonon thermal conductance in CNRs relative to straight ones, for
a wider nanoribbon [38]. Another study provides data on thermal conductance
in BN ZNRs and ANRs; their data also reports κp near 1 nW/K in 2-atom wide
BN ZNRs, and through extrapolation of their reports on many systems, values
near 1 nW/K are also expected in 3-ZBNNRs and 6- and 7-ABNNRs [102, 107].
The values of 0.106 and 0.166 nW/K reported here for narrow and wide BN
systems further suggest that this chevron pattern causes diminished thermal conductance. Since reducing phonon-contributed thermal conductance is a primary
means of increasing ZT , as discussed above, this provides further support for the
idea that chevron structures are well-suited for thermoelectric applications. Other
studies are available that have found higher figures of merit in unaltered, i.e.
straight, armchair nanoribbons due to lower corresponding phonon-contributed
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thermal conductances, e.g. κp of 0.028 nW/K in a 5-atom wide armchair NR [40]
compared to the 0.247 nW/K that we found in a previous study [88]. However,
the results are not directly comparable due to the different methodologies used;
phonon calculations based on classical potential compared to the ab initio B3LYP
calculations made here; it is suspected that the method used there would similarly find an even lower thermal conductance in a chevron structure relative to a
straight one.
Beyond considerations of only thermal conductance, another previous study
also used a fully quantum approach to compare phonon thermal conductance,
electrical conductance, Seebeck coefficient, and ZT between straight and chevron
graphene nanoribbons with both armchair and zigzag edges [68], although they
looked at wider ribbons than those considered here and did not report ZTs at or
above unity as is the case here. Another recent study assessing silicene nanoribbons, but with TB methods, found that the introduction of edge defects can lead
to up to a 2.48-fold increase in ZT over the pristine case [18]. Two other TB studies
have also qualitatively explained why edge disorder allows for high ZTs in defected
graphene nanoribbons, while quantitatively comparing phonon-contributed thermal conductance and electronic conductance in edge-defected nanoribbons to that
of a pristine ribbon, in both wide ribbons [108] and those with widths comparable
to those considered here [109]. Others yet have compared phonon transmission
coefficients of straight graphene nanoribbons to those in chevron ones via TB [52],
compared phonon thermal conductance as a function of width in pristine ribbons
to that of ribbons with various densities of edge defects with a linearized Boltzmann approach [110], and assessed edge modulation in larger γ-graphyne NRs to
find that ZT could improve by a factor of approximately 1.5 relative to a perfectly
straight ribbon, by using the Brenner potential [111]. The results presented here
show that by considering smaller widths and a variety of materials, it is possible
to achieve systematic enhancement of figure of merit based on accurate ab initio
calculations, considering the effects of quantum transport described earlier..
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GENERAL OBSVERATIONS OF ZT BEHAVIOR
Some general observations and comparisons of ZT components are as follows:
In all systems, electrical conductance as a function of chemical potential remains fairly constant with regard to temperature, while electron-contributed thermal conductances invariably rise. Electrical conductance changes very little in
graphene of either width at different temperatures, while in BN and silicene it
tends to fluctuate more at low temperatures, especially in wider structures. The
Seebeck coefficient varies less with energy at higher temperatures and widths
across systems. Width suppresses S more than temperature in graphene and
BN, while temperature has a greater impact than width in silicene. The graphene
ribbons show very few ZT peaks more than ±3 eV from the center of the band
gap because their Seebeck coefficients rarely vary when away from the gap, even at
energies where the ratio of electrical conductance to electron-contributed thermal
conductance is relatively high. Their possession of the highest phonon thermal
conductance of any of our systems makes this unfavorable ratio additionally difficult to overcome. These graphene systems have similar values of maximum ZT
when compared to the highest reported values from studies of other engineered
nanoribbons at 300 K based on a quantum approach [38, 39]. The narrow BN
ribbon is expected to perform slightly better, and the narrow silicene ribbon exceeds both of those by more than a factor of two while also surpassing that of
the best-reported quantum-analyzed silicene ribbon [45]. In BN, the wider system
generally has large ranges of high κe with few reductions to the order of magnitude of its κp , causing it to have figures of merit consistently lower than its narrow
counterpart, with a notable exception near +4 eV, where low electron-contributed
thermal conductances in the wider system result in ZT peaks that do not exist in
the narrow ribbon. These ZT peaks do not occur right at the edge of the bandgap
but are also not far from it, which is a unique feature among the three wide NRs
that we considered. The variation of width in silicene produces two features not
seen in other systems. Relatively large Seebeck coefficient peaks ±10 eV from the
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center of the bandgap in narrow silicene are, especially at negative Fermi energies,
often fairly closely aligned with Seebeck magnitude in wider silicene NRs; this
behavior is uncommon in graphene and BN. And, interestingly, the highest calculated ZT value within ±5 of the gap is in wide silicene at 300 K, where it exceeds
8 at −4.66 eV, due to the confluence of a notably high electrical conductivity and
Seebeck coefficient while the electron-contributed thermal conductance is slightly
less than that contributed by phonons.
FULL-WIDTH AT HALF-MAXIMUM ZT PEAK BEHAVIOR
Full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) values of ZT peaks versus chemical potential indicate sensitivity of the peaks to small changes in doping and/or bias. Values
of FWHM are approximately 0.09 eV for all systems at 300 K and 0.19 eV at 600
K; the largest deviation from this is in n-type narrow BN, which has a FWHM
of 0.15 eV [at 600 K]. This suggests that they are generally more dependent on
temperature than system width or material, and that materials where chemical
potential may be prone to fluctuations are better suited for deployment at high
temperatures, in order to maintain high ZT s.
EFFECTS OF P- AND N- TYPE DOPING
Systems that can have high ZT s on either side of the band gap have additional
value for real-world applications; Figure 11 displays all systems’ maximum values
when they are (a) p-type and (b) n-type doped. One feasible method of doping
would be introducing physisorbed dopants which would not change the electronic
properties of the system in the way that covalently bonded dopants would, e.g.
tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ; p-type) or tetrathiafulvalene (TTF; n-type)
in silicene [45]. Identifying particular adsorbtion candidates require special care,
as it was previously found that absorption of a single CO molecule on a pristine
silicene NR significantly alters its quantum conduction [112].
In these systems, similar ZT magnitudes are most commonly seen regardless of type of doping. However, wide BN has a high ZT at 300 K when it is n-type
doped, a peculiarity that could lend it appeal over a system like narrow graphene,
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Figure 11: Variation in maximum thermoelectric figures of merit under p-type
doping (a) and n-type doping (b) with respect to temperature, for narrow and
wide graphene, BN, and silicene nanoribbons, within a chemical potential of ±5
eV from the intrinsic Fermi energy (centered in the band gap, and set at zero).
Maximum ZT peak occurs for p-type wide silicene and happens far from the gap,
unlike other peaks that occur near the band gap edge.
which otherwise generally performs better. Interestingly, silicene displays some
variations, with its narrow system having approximately the same p-type maximum ZT at 300 and 600 K, whereas it displays the expected behavior of increasing
with temperature when n-doped. Wide silicene behaves typically near the edge
of its band gap, but also has a a figure of merit greater than that found in any
of the other systems within ±5 eV of the gap, near -5 eV. Besides its magnitude,
this value is unusual in that it occurs in both a wide structure and at at lower
temperature. It should be noted that this relatively high value is achieved near
the end of this range of chemical potentials, and by considering an even wider
range like ±10 eV, relatively large ZT peaks do emerge far from the gap in other
systems. In this expanded range, silicene continues to consistently outperform
the other two materials, and the very highest value of all systems at these two
temperatures is in narrow silicene at 600 K, in line with our expectations, at 8.71
at -8.91 eV.
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ZT COMPONENT IMPACTS ON ZT MAGNITUDE
Another consideration regarding practical applications is the sign of the Seebeck
coefficient, which is irrelevant for the calculation of figure of merit but is related
to the directions of thermal and electric current. Sample Seebeck coefficients at
300 K are provided in Table 1. Seebeck coefficient signs associated with maximum
ZT at one temperature and chemical potential will not necessarily be the same at
others because the variation of those two will cause these peaks to shift, emerge,
or diminish. A material-specific feature that can affect ZT is application of an
external electric field; this can widen the band gap of a silicene NR, but not in
a graphene one [113–115]. This could shift the ZT peaks away from the energy
where one would otherwise expect to see them.

Figure 12: (a) Normalized values of the thermoelectric figure of merit and its
components near the peak at -0.3 eV in narrow silicene CNR at 300 K. (b) Thermal
conductance for each system as a function of temperature.
Figure 12(a) displays how a typical high ZT peak, specifically the peak at
-0.3 eV in narrow silicene CNR at 300 K, emerges as a result of its components’
behavior. Each plotted component is normalized based on its behavior from -0.5
to -0.1 eV, where 1 is its maximum value across that range (these values can
be found in Table 1). One factor contributing to the presence of a ZT peak is
proximity to a Seebeck coefficient peak, regardless of whether S is increasing or
decreasing, or is positive or negative. The second factor is proximity to electrical
and electron-contributed thermal conductance shifting away from one another as
Fermi energy changes. These two generally increase or decrease along with each
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other, but some differences can be observed, such as greater variance at a peak in
thermal conductance relative to the corresponding peak in electrical conductance,
or the apparent lag effect seen here. When this happens, a ZT peak will emerge at
the intersection of normalized σ and S 2 , the two terms that directly enhance the
figure of merit. Higher ZT peaks will occur in instances where this lag behavior
occurs closer to a Seebeck coefficient peak.
Phonon contribution to thermal conductance depends only on temperature,
as shown in Figure 12(b). This limits the maximum ZT that can emerge when its
other components interact as was just described. As Table 1 indicates, ZT peaks
consistently occur at energies where electron-contributed thermal conductance is
less than the phonon contribution. As is seen in Figure 10(d), the rarity of this
occurring limits the number of high ZT s that can occur across an energy range.
Figure 12(b) clearly shows that choice of either width or material can be the
factor that results in a higher phonon-contributed thermal conductance. Silicene
has lower phonon-thermal conductance than any graphene or BN system, but a
narrow NR of either graphene or BN will have a lower conductance than a wide
one.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
Edge defects in narrow nanoribbons will affect thermal conductance similarly in
systems that share geometries. Hydrogen losses will reduce conductance more
when they distort the geometry of a system, like they do when removing the
buckle in silicene. Losses of larger atoms will consistently cause greater losses
than hydrogen defects. Emergence of flexible scattering centers at defects, with
increased local densities of states compared to the pristine case, can be expected to
show greater conductance losses when new bonds are weaker. On the other hand,
when stiff scattering centers with reduced local densities of states are introduced
at defects, stronger bonds result in greater resistance to transport. This knowledge
could be useful in applications utilizing thermal transport in novel nanoribbons,
through crafting expectations of how defects may affect performance, in particular
when an understanding of those changes is known in an analogue system.
All six systems had thermoelectric figure of merit peaks distributed near
the edges of their band gaps; the magnitudes of these peaks were usually greater in
narrow systems, and were consistently highest in silicene and lowest in graphene.
Choosing width or material to optimize a system’s performance may depend on
which systems are being compared- while choosing silicene over the other two
materials always resulted in a higher ZT , either width or material could be the
property of paramount importance if just choosing between graphene and BN.
Even greater ZT values can be found far from the band gap, but far enough
away that changing the chemical potential that much could change the system’s
electronic properties and result in shifting or rounding down its ZT peaks. The
highest near-band gap ZT of 6.26 in narrow silicene at 300 K suggests that it
holds particular promise for thermoelectric applications. The narrow BN and wide
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silicene systems also surpass 3, a benchmark value for thermoelectric materials to
overcome to be considered efficient at converting heat to electricity. The knowledge
of how these nanoribbon widths and materials affected ZT could be instrumental
in making decisions about materials to incorporate in thermoelectric generators.
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VII. APPENDIX

Figure 13: Optimized segments of hydrogen-passivated BN nanoribbon in (a)
pristine case, (b) with a defect created by removing a single hydrogen atom that
had been bonded to a boron (pink) atom, (c) with a defect created by removing a
single boron atom, (d) with a defect created by removing a single hydrogen atom
that had been bonded to a nitrogen (blue) atom, (e) with a defect created by
removing a single nitrogen atom.
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Figure 14: Optimized segments of hydrogen-passivated silicene nanoribbon in (a)
pristine case, (b) with a defect created by removing a single hydrogen atom that
had been bonded to a silicon atom, (c) with a defect created by removing a single
silicon atom.

Table 2: Energies of Optimized Pristine/Defected Nanoribbons [H]
System

Graphene

Pristine
H-Defect
X-Defect

-4450.959
-4450.276
-4412.213

BN (B-defect)

BN (N-defect)

-4653.409
-4653.730
-4653.718
-4627.806
-4597.932

Silicene
-33610.992
-33610.378
-33320.892

Energies of pristine and defected nanoribbons following optimization. Intramaterial comparisons can be made to assess single defect impacts on system stability.

Figure 15: Optimized segments of 5-unit cell narrow (a) graphene, (b) BN, and
(c) silicene chevron nanoribbons.
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Figure 16: Optimized segments of 7-unit cell wide (a) graphene, (b) BN, and (c)
silicene chevron nanoribbons.

Figure 17: Phonon transmission coefficients of (a) graphene, (b) BN, and (c)
silicene chevron narrow and wide nanoribbons. A few non-zero transmission coefficients are omitted near 3200 cm−1 in graphene and near 2650 and 3600 cm−1 in
BN.
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Figure 18: Electron transmission coefficients of (a) graphene, (b) BN, and (c)
silicene chevron narrow and wide nanoribbons. A few non-zero transmission coefficients are omitted near -274 eV in narrow and wide graphene, -386 in wide BN,
and -95 eV in narrow and wide silicene.
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Figure 19: Electron transmission coefficients for the wide silicene chevron nanoribbon and the negative derivative of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function with respect to energy at 300K as functions of chemical potential near the Fermi energy,
which is set to zero in the center of the ribbon’s bandgap.

Table 3: Thermoelectric Properties of Chevron Nanoribbons at Max ZTs at 600
K

System
Narrow Graphene
Narrow BN
Narrow Si
Wide C
Wide BN
Wide Si

µ [eV]

Max ZT

-2.05
2.08
-3.1
3.81
-0.38
0.39
-0.64
0.64
-3.20
2.81
-0.23
0.23

3.48
3.51
3.94
3.70
6.29
5.91
1.65
1.65
1.91
1.92
5.13
5.13

σ[µS] S [µV/K]
17.6
15.5
15.1
22.1
5.74
6.35
12.3
12.3
10.3
10.6
10.4
10.4

271
-283
-255
247
-339
279
-241
241
-259
271
-296
296

κe [nW/K] κp [nW/K]
0.0784
0.0676
0.0419
0.110
0.0292
0.0163
0.0555
0.0555
0.0508
0.0549
0.0469
0.0468

0.145
0.108
0.0339
0.203
0.170
0.0592

Properties of each system at 600 K at chemical potential where max ZT occurs.
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Figure 20: Thermoelectric properties of graphene nanoribbons as a function of
chemical potential near the bandgap: (a) is thermoelectric figure of merit, (b)
electrical conductance, (c) Seebeck coefficient, and (d) electron-contributed thermal conductance. Black and red represent narrow graphene at 300 and 600 K,
respectively; blue and green are wide graphene at 300 and 600 K, again respectively.

Figure 21: Thermoelectric properties of BN nanoribbons as a function of chemical potential near the bandgap: (a) is thermoelectric figure of merit, (b) electrical
conductance, (c) Seebeck coefficient, and (d) electron-contributed thermal conductance. Black and red represent narrow graphene at 300 and 600 K, respectively;
blue and green are wide BN at 300 and 600 K, again respectively.
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Figure 22: Thermoelectric figure of merit in narrow and wide graphene chevron
nanoribbons at 300 and 600 K as a function of chemical potential, ±10 eV from
the center of the bandgap of each system, which is set to 0 eV in each case.

Figure 23: Thermoelectric figure of merit in narrow and wide BN chevron nanoribbons at 300 and 600 K as a function of chemical potential, ±10 eV from the center
of the bandgap of each system, which is set to 0 eV in each case.
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Figure 24: Thermoelectric figure of merit in narrow and wide silicene chevron
nanoribbons at 300 and 600 K as a function of chemical potential, ±10 eV from
the center of the bandgap of each system, which is set to 0 eV in each case.
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